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COMPLEX SYSTEMS: FINGERPRINTS
§ Multi-agent / Multi-component
§ Decentralized: neither central controller, nor representation of global
patterns/goals
§ Possibly (not necessarily) with a large number of components
§ Localized interactions (allowing propagation of information)
§ Emerging and/or Self-Organizing properties
§ à Creation of order : spatial, temporal, functional structures
§ Agents do not need to be “complex”
§ Dynamic: Time and space evolution of the system
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SO EMERGENCE OF STRUCTURE OVER TIME

Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction: Far from (thermodynamic) equilibrium
chemical reactions, with chaotic (deterministic) behavior until one essential
reactant is consumed. Structure, oscillating waves and spirals, are the result
of a self-organized phase transition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXZ-UTfTaOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBa4kgXI4Cg
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SO EMERGENCE OF STRUCTURE OVER TIME
Rayleigh-Benard convection
cells, that appears (phase
transition) under certain
conditions for temperature
gradient, viscosity, pressure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSTNxS96fRg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9mZIQFPBAI
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ENTROPY PARADOX?
§ Self-Organization à Internal dynamics that results in creation of order
§ Order à Reduction in the possible #configuration (states) of the system

§ Second law of thermodynamics: The level of disorder in the universe is
steadily increasing. Closed systems tend to move from ordered behavior
to more random (i.e., less ordered) behavior à Their entropy ! increases
! = #$ ln '

': #microstates à same thermodynamic macrostate

-

! = − ) .* ln .*

.* : probability of the system being in microstate /

*+,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microstate_(statistical_mechanics)
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ENTROPY PARADOX?

Is the notion of self-organization contradicting the 2nd law?
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COMPLEX SYSTEMS à DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
§ Multi-agent / Multi-component
§ Decentralized: neither central controller, nor representation of global
patterns/goals
§ Possibly (not necessarily) with a large number of components
§ Localized interactions (allowing propagation of information)
§ Emerging and / or Self-Organizing properties
§ Agents do not need to be “complex”
§ Dynamic: Time and space evolution of the system
Non-linearities
Study of dynamical systems:
System evolution: where to?
Complex structures § Stability
Can we predict something?
Property
§ Equilibrium
measures
§ Attractors
à Predict / Identify SO
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A VIEW OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
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MODELING (COMPLEX SYSTEMS)
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§ From Latin, modulus (measure): an object or a concept used to represent something
different à Change in the scale (measure) of the representation, removing,
simplifying, abstracting, approximating relevant aspects
§ To an observer B, an object A’ is a model of an object A to the extent that B can use
A’ to answer questions that interest him about A (M. Minsky, 1965)
§ A model should be as simple as possible and yet no simpler (A. Einstein, Ockham's
razor, ~1300)
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MODELING COMPLEX SYSTEMS: A FEW CHOICES
Model

§ Physical model (e.g., a mockup)
§ Abstract model

Different abstract models address different questions, and incur in
different levels of computational and modeling complexity
§ Agent-based model (simulation model)
§ Mathematical model (white-box)
§ Black-box model (phenomenological model)
§ Statistical model (descriptive model)
☞ In any case, we usually need to capture the notion of time (i.e., dynamic
evolution towards, hopefully, self-organization and/or interesting/useful states and
equilibria) + the presence of multiple interacting components
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MODELING COMPLEX SYSTEMS: A FEW CHOICES
§ Agent-based model (simulation model): mechanistic implementation of the
multi-component interactions that is (mostly) studied through numerical
simulations. Require to carefully set resolution and detail level to balance
accuracy and computational load

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQJ5aEsP6Fs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vXer1viwHw

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) tools: NetLogo, StarLogo, Python + Mesa
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MODELING COMPLEX SYSTEMS: A FEW CHOICES
§ Mathematical model (white-box): formally describe the relations among the
selected relevant components (individual or systemic). Can be solved analytically,
or through approximations, or numerical simulation

0!
= !̇ = 2(!)
0%

Continuous-time (Ordinary differential equations)

!345 = 2(!3 )

Discrete-time (Recurrence equations)

Solution is a function !(%), uniquely
determined by initial conditions
! = Vector of components/agents
# = System/Population-level quantity

Partial differential Equations (PDE)
( = ((!, %)
'(
' *( ' *( ' *(
=)
+ *+ *
*
'%
'+
''.
(Heat diffusion equation)
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MODELING COMPLEX SYSTEMS: A FEW CHOICES
§ Black-box model: Input-output pairs from the system are used to predict the
output for a given input, or to adjust the internal parameters in order to obtain
the desired output, no description of the system is attempted
Inputs

Outputs
System / Plant

Machine learning / neural approaches are usually based on black-box
modeling
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MODELING COMPLEX SYSTEMS: A FEW CHOICES
§ Statistical model: describe statistical expectations, for instance in terms of time
series or regression models, or using Markov / random processes
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DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS (CONTINUOUS-TIME, DISCRETE-TIME)
$!
= !̇ = '(!)
$%
!*+, = '(!* )

! = Vector of components/agents
# = System/Population-level quantity
Time evolution
(depending on
initial conditions)

Attractors

Bifurcations, dependence on parameters
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A GENERAL CONTINUOUS-TIME DYNAMICAL SYSTEM / ODE
§ State variables: ! = #$ , #& , … , #( ∈ ℝ(
§ A dynamic evolution operator, +, (!, .; 0) ∈ ℝ, defined for each state
component #, , such that the following relations hold:
2#$
= +$ !, .; 0
2.
2#&
= +& !, .; 0
2.
…

2!
= 3 !, .; 0
2.

2#(
= +( !, .; 0
2.
§ 3 is a vector field in ℝ( : a function associating a vector to 5-dim point !
§ Initial condition: !(.4 ) = #$ (.4 ), #& (.4 ), … , #( (.4 )
§ Solution is in the form !(.; .4 ) that defines a family of time trajectories in
the state space (also referred as phase space). Imposing the initial condition
!(.4 ) determines one unique trajectory
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BASIC TAXONOMY
§ Order of an ODE: A first-order ODE only contains first-order derivatives
§ Newton’s second law is an example of

2nd

order:

"# $
! #
"%

= ' $())

§ ' $ can take any (non-linear) form, the ODE is said linear if ' $ = +$, where
+ is an -×- matrix, the system doesn’t include cross-terms
§ Linear ODE enjoys closed form solutions, non-linear usually not
§ Autonomous system: ' $, ); 0 = ' $; 0 , time doesn’t appear in the
expression of ', meaning that the dynamics doesn’t change with time
§ The system’s response is independent of “external” factors
§ Any Non-Autonomous ODE can be rewritten as an autonomous one:
E.g.: Dynamics of the damped pendulum: 2̈ = −4 2̇ − sin 2 + : sin )
à Introduce a new dependent variable ; = ), and add: ;̇ = 1, that
removes explicit time dependency at the expenses of one extra dim
§ à Let’s mostly work with 1st order, autonomous and “linear” ODE
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VECTOR FIELDS AND ORBITS
Uncoupled system
"̇ = 2" = %& (", ))

§ . is a vector field in ℝ0 : a function
associating a vector to 1-dim point 2

)̇ = −3) = %- (", )) § Solution: "3 4 56 , )3 4 786
Orbits / Possible trajectories

. = (2", −3))

Direction
and speed
of solution
for any
(", ))

Flow: 9(:, " :3 )
Vector field
Rate of change, velocity

Phase portrait

§ Autonomous system à no dependence from time, all information about the
solution is represented
§ A fundamental theorem guarantees (under differentiability and continuity
assumptions) that two orbits corresponding to two different initial solutions
never intersect with each other
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VECTOR FIELDS, ORBITS, FIXED POINTS
"̇ = $ = %& (", $)
$̇ = −" − $ + = %, (", $)

Closed (periodic) orbit

Equilibrium point

Direction of
increasing time

§ -∗ is an equilibrium (fixed) point of the ODE if / -∗ = 0
§ ↔ Once in " ∗, the system remains there: -∗ = - 2; -∗ , 2 ≥ 0
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